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What are Indices? 

Indices 

In trading, an index is a grouping of financial assets that are used to give a performance 
indicator of a particular sector. The plural term is indices. 

As indices are only indicators of the collective movements of a group of assets, they have no 
physical value. For this reason, indices are measured and move in points, rather than in 
currency. 

This also means that indices traders are unable to trade any index directly and instead have 
to do so through derivative products like spread bets, CFDs, futures or ETFs. These products 
allow traders to speculate on the movements of indices without buying every single asset 
within. 

Several asset classes can have indices, although the best known are stock indices and 
commodity indices. Every index has its own means of calculating value. 

Stock Index 

A stock index is a group of shares that are used to give an indication of a sector, exchange or 
economy. Usually, a stock index is made up of a set number of the top shares from a given 
exchange. 

Some well-known stock indices include: 

 The FTSE 100, the 100 biggest companies on the London Stock Exchange by market cap 

 The Dow Jones Industrial Average, the top 30 companies on the New York Stock Exchange 
and NASDAQ 

 The DAX 30 30 major German companies on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 

As a tracker of several stocks, a stock index itself does not have any inherent value. Instead, 
an index will move in points and reflect the stock prices of all of its underlying assets. Some 
stock indices will give equal weight to all the stocks they contain, whereas some will give 
larger prominence to larger stocks. 

To trade a stock index, traders have to either use a tracking fund or a derivative like a 
spread bet, CFD, future or ETF. These products all offer different methods of trading on the 
price movements of stock indices without having to buy multiple stocks at once. 
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What indices are available to trade? 

There are more than 30 indices available creating opportunities across major and niche 

indices. 24 hour trading is available on 20 indices, including Wall Street and FTSE 100.  
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What moves Indices? 

An index’s value changes as the prices of its constituent shares fluctuate, so it will mirror 
any general upward or downward trend in the stocks.  
 
The factors that move indices are therefore essentially the same as those that influence 
individual shares. The difference is that an event affecting just a single company will 
generally have only a minor impact on the value of any index that includes the stock. 
 
However, economic or political events relevant to a group of companies or a business 
sector, such as mining companies, technology firms or banks, can have a significant effect on 
an index that contains these shares. As the balance of supply and demand for the stocks 
shifts, the collective change in share prices can cause a move of multiple points in the 
index.  
 
And of course, when an event has implications for an entire country or region’s businesses, 
or even the outlook for the global economy as a whole, its impact on stock indices can 
be dramatic. 

Influential events 
You can expect movement in the value of an index when the following events occur in a 
related country or business area: 

 Economic data releases 
 Central bank announcements 
 Geopolitical events and wars 
 Natural disasters 
 Government policy, legal and regulatory updates 
 Corporate news – good or bad 

 
All of these can affect investors’ confidence in the prospects of companies to grow and 
generate profit, which in turn directly shapes market sentiment. 

Market sentiment  
The collective mindset of traders and investors affects the movement of all indices.  
Major or unexpected events in particular can sometimes cause a surge in bullish or bearish 
sentiment, leading to pressure from buyers or sellers that forces share prices – and so index 
values – up or down. A correction is often seen later, as traders calm down and equilibrium 
is restored. 
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Trading Examples of Spread betting Indices 

Whenever you spread bet on something, you're presented with two numbers: the buy price 
and the sell price. 
 
So if you wanted to bet on the price of a stock index like the FTSE 100, for example, you 
might see prices like this on your spread betting platform: 

 
If you thought the value of the FTSE was likely to rise, you could 'buy' at the higher price - 
also known as the offer price - of 6500.5. 
 
If you expected the FTSE to fall, you could 'sell' at the lower price - known as the bid price - 
of 6499.5. 
 
The gap between these two prices is called the spread, and this is what gives spread betting 
its name. 

What is the spread? 
 

Neither the buy price nor the sell price represents the exact value of the financial asset 
you're betting on (also known as the underlying asset). Instead, the buy price is slightly 
higher than this value, and the sell price is slightly lower. 
 
In the above example, the real-world value of the FTSE would be halfway between the two 
prices, at 6500. The difference between the buy and sell prices is just 1.0 in this instance, 
which is a spread of one point. 
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How does the spread affect me? 

The spread is essentially a fee that your spread betting provider charges to place your bet, 
and the narrower the spread, the better it is for you. Let's look at why. 
 
To close a bet, you need to take the opposite action to when you opened it. So if you open a 
bet by 'buying', you close by 'selling' and vice versa. 
 
In our FTSE example above, if you 'buy' at 6500.5, yo'll need to 'sell' at the same price or 
higher when you close the bet, or you'll make a loss. This means the underlying FTSE price 
will have to rise by one point before you break even. 
 

 
 
So the size of the spread determines how far the market will have to move for your bet to 
become profitable. 

Bet sizes 

When you spread bet, you stake a certain amount of money on each point of movement in 
an asset's price. 
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What additional tools are available to trade indices? 

Free live price and data 
 

Charts 

We provide intuitive charts, that are clearer, smarter and faster than ever. 

Compare the same market across multiple timeframes with our innovative chart-splitting 
feature. Split charts up to four times, and apply the layout that best fits your needs. 
With a clear view of different periods, from tick-by-tick to monthly, you’ll be in the best 
possible position to recognise – and react to – significant price movements.  
 

 

 

Indicators 

Spot the latest opportunities and build new trading strategies using our range of popular 
indicators, including MACD, RSI, Bollinger Bands and more. 
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Drawings 

Highlight key trends, patterns and levels as they occur with our fully customisable 
annotation tools.  
 

Client Sentiment  

The percentage of client accounts with positions in markets that are currently long or short. 
Calculated to the nearest 1% 

 

News and analysis 

Market reports 

Market Daily 
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Broker Upgrades/ Downgrades & Key Corporate Snapshots 

 
Weekend Press & Week Ahead Report 

 

 
 

And Breaking News alerts  
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What trading strategies can be used to trade indices? 

Day Trading  

Day trading is simply the method of buying and selling assets within the same day. The main tenet of 
day trading is that none of your positions should remain open after the market closes, therefore 
avoiding the added costs and risks often associated with holding a position overnight. 
 
A day trader will try to generate quick profits from small price movements. That means this type of 
trading is only really suitable for those that have the time to pay constant attention to the markets.  
 
The main disadvantage is that this strategy can be very time consuming. Monitor markets constantly 
and being prepared to make decisions quickly if a price moves in a certain direction. Price changes 
are normally as a result of news and being informed in good time is normally the key to 
understanding why a price has moved, allowing the trader to make a decision to either buy or sell an 
asset. 
 
Day trading examples 

Day traders will typically trade assets that are volatile and move continuously, an example of this is 
trading index, commodities and forex contracts. 
There are various short term strategies usually based on current market conditions and the time of 
day that can give traders the best chance of capitalising on market fluctuations. 
 

Financial Announcements 

The prices of indices can be particularly volatile around announcements, especially if the figures are 
better or worse than expected. If the announcement outperform expectations the price will generally 
rise, however if the announcement disappoints, the price is likely to fall. Investors will use charts to 
determine how an index price has performed in recent weeks to establish what might happen after 
financial announcements. 
 

Breakout 

A breakout occurs when a price breaks through a defined support or resistance level. A support level 
is where a share price has shown a tendency to bounce back and the resistance level is where the 
price has shown a tendency to rebound towards the down-side. Once the price moves beyond one of 
these barriers the market will tend to become more volatile and the price should continue along the 
directional trend. 
 

Technical indicators 

Stochastic Oscillator – This indicator reveals if a price has undergone an extreme move and may 
potentially reverse in the short term. This indicator shows where an instrument might have been 
oversold or overbought suggesting that a price reversal might be about to occur. You will see from 
the chart below there are two points, for both overbought and oversold, with prices moving in the 
opposite direction once the indicator shows these readings. Using stop losses will help to reduce 
losses should the technical indicator turn out to be incorrect, for example when a share price 
experiences a “break-out”. 
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Remember that these examples are simply a guide and offer no guarantee that the prices will move 
in a predicted direction. You should be aware that losses can exceed deposits and the use of 
guaranteed stop losses and non-guaranteed stop losses can help to reduce losses. 

Position Trading 

Position trading involves holding onto an index for a longer period of time. This can be for several 
days, weeks, or even longer. 
 
Position traders will make far fewer trades than day traders, with each trade carrying a greater 
potential for profit. However, holding a position for a long time can also increase the inherent risk. 
Position traders might take a position in an index before or even after a critical event, such as non-
farm payrolls. This is typically when the market might see the largest price movements also adding to 
the risk of the trade. 

Trend Trading 

Trend traders attempt to profit from market trends. Traders will analyse the price of an asset by 
studying a chart to determine if the asset is an upward trend or a downward trend. Positions are kept 
open as long as the trend continues, meaning that trend trading can be a short, medium, or long-
term strategy. Stop losses and guaranteed stops can be used to protect profits/reduce losses should 
the trend fail to continue. You will need a good platform that is able to offer these types of stops to 
help reduce your risks. A trader might go long in an upward trend or take short position if the asset is 
in a declining trend. 
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Indices Trading mistakes to avoid 

Everyone makes them, most traders have probably been told by someone how to avoid making 

them and yet investors believe that this is a phenomenon that only happens to other people. 

However, the reality is that the vast majority of investors make little or no plan when they start 

trading and setting a plan and a strategy will help make larger profits and avoid unnecessary losses. 

To help you consider the best course of action when trading or just to refresh your memory, below 

are some of the main mistakes to avoid. 

Little Preparation 

So many people start trading without a trading plan, thinking they can beat the market. You need to 

set out your rules of trading and guiding principles. At least covering major components like 

methods of trading, method of identifying positions to trade, entry and exit rules, risk management 

and trading reviews 

Over trading 

There are two forms of over trading to be aware of, frequency and open positions. Today there is an 

abundance of information available to the investor whether received via a newspaper, trading 

magazine, investor website, trading signal program/platform or direct from your broker, all creates 

trading ideas for the investor to consider. You need to remember that you have the choice as to 

which ideas you will trade and how many. The more you trade the higher the risk, rest assured that 

there will be more opportunities tomorrow. A result of trading too often invariably means that 

investors end up holding too many positions in the hope that they will all eventually make profit; this 

distracts you and affects your decision making process and frequently makes your positions 

unmanageable. You need to consider how much you will be trading within your trading plan and 

review your frequency regularly and do not stray too far from your set trading limits. 

Over leverage  

One of the biggest benefits of trading indices can lead to the costliest mistake. You have the ability 

to trade large exposure with a small margin requirement, but this does not mean you have to use 

the maximum that your platform will allow. Profits and losses are amplified to the size (value) of 

your positions and not the initial margin. Always look at maximum exposure of all of your positions 

and the potential losses of these positions. The risk warning “Trading using leverage carries a high 

degree of risk to your capital, and it is possible to lose more than your initial investment.” is given for 

a reason. 

No risk management 

CFDs are high risk and you need to ensure that you manage the risk; this should stem from your 

trading plan. You should only be trading with what you can afford to lose. Then your rules of trading 

and guiding principles should be followed when considering; exposure, open positions, 

diversification and leverage. Also use whatever tools your platform provides such as stop loses, guar-

anteed stop loses and trailing stop loses. 
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CFD v Spread betting Indices 

CFD trading closely resembles spread betting. However, although these two derivatives products are 
very similar in many ways, there are some key differences to be aware of. 

Deal size 

When spread betting, you bet an amount of money per point on whether a market will go up or 
down. For instance, you might bet £5 per point that the price of the FTSE 100 will fall. With CFDs you 
buy and sell contracts that represent a specified amount in the underlying market. For example one 
standard FTSE contract might be worth £10 per point. 

Capital gains tax 

Spread betting profits are currently free from capital gains tax, but CFDs are liable because they are 
classed as a financial instrument. This may seem a major drawback, but any losses can be offset 
against future profits for tax purposes. 
Note that stamp duty on share trades doesn't apply to either spread betting or CFDs, as you never 
own the underlying shares in either case. (Tax laws are subject to change and depend on individual 
circumstances. Tax law may differ in a jurisdiction other than the UK.) 

Expiry times 

Spread bets tend to have fixed time limits - anything from minutes to several years - when they'll 
naturally expire if you haven't already closed them. Most CFD trades, on the other hand, will stay 
open indefinitely (although there are a few exceptions, such as futures and forwards). When you 
want to close out a position you simply place a trade in the opposite direction to which you opened 
it. 
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Opening an account 

Why trade indices with Guardian? 

 24-hour dealing
On 20 indices, including Wall Street and FTSE 100

 More than 30 indices
Opportunities across major and niche indices

 Desktop, mobile, tablet
Stay in touch with our multi-device platform

 Fixed spreads on most indices
From 1 point on FTSE 100 and Germany 30

 Free live prices, data
Plus expert analysis to help with your strategy

 Access deep liquidity
Execute larger trades using superior trading technology

 Force Open Positions
Force open is a function on the trading platform that allows you to enter a new bet in the

opposite direction to an existing bet on the same market. This will ensure you have two distinct

positions open

 Low margins
Our margins are among the lowest in the CFD and spread betting industry (margins are subject
to change)

Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly 
due to leverage.
79% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. 
You should consider whether you understand how spread bets and CFDs work, and whether you 
can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

http://trading.guardianstockbrokers.com/l/124122/2018-03-01/3n67sc
https://www.ig.com/uk/spread-betting-cfds-margin
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Important Information 

This material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 
independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. In accordance with FCA rules this report should be considered 

a marketing communication.  

This material has been produced using information available from public sources, which are believed to be 
reliable as at the date of this report. However, Guardian Stockbrokers and its employees make 
no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This report should therefore not be relied 
on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. 
Guardian Stockbrokers and its employees have no obligation to modify or update this report in the 

event that any information on this report becomes inaccurate. 

This material has been prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to 
buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other investor has not been considered in providing this 
report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their specific 
risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Guardian Stockbrokers 
and its employees make no representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, 

and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  

CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 

All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a  high risk of losing 

money rapidly due to leverage. 

79% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. 

You should consider whether you understand how spread bets and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to 

take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.

The value of shares, ETFs and ETCs bought through a share dealing account, a stocks and shares ISA or a SIPP 

can fall as well as rise, which could mean getting back less than you originally put in. Past performance is no 

guarantee of future results.

Guardian Stockbrokers 

Tel: 020 7638 6996 

Website: www.guardianstockbrokers.com 

Email: info@guardianstockbrokers.com 

http://www.guardianstockbrokers.com/
mailto:info@guardianstockbrokers.com



